Although this volume is of interest primarily to university librarians, administrators, library school teachers and students, its broader usefulness must be obvious. Librarians of college, special and public libraries, will find that many of the principles set forth here have application for their libraries; e.g., selection and training of personnel; staff relations; buildings and equipment; public relations; preparation of the budget; and certain aspects of government and administration, to mention only a few.

The University Library is a monumental addition to professional library literature. The authors are well qualified to make such a contribution. Both have served as library administrators and as teachers of library science, and Dr. Wilson has long been the dean of Southern librarians.

Benjamin E. Powell

“Of Books and People” on UNC-TV

Every Tuesday at 7:15 the University of North Carolina’s television studio in Chapel Hill sends out (on Channel 4) information “of books and people.” Librarian Horn is the emcee who chats with library staff members, faculty and outside guests about books and library services.

The programs are in four regular series. First Tuesdays of each month are devoted to University library departments of general interest with a faculty guest assisting. Second Tuesdays are devoted to the history of books and features O. V. Cook, NCLA president. Third Tuesdays current library exhibits or new books published by the University Press are discussed. On fourth Tuesdays the best sellers of the week are featured. When there is a fifth Tuesday, a special program, outside the regular series, is offered.

The pictures on the opposite page were taken at two of the telecasts by our Art Editor, Sam Boone. The top picture, from the second Tuesday series, shows Mrs. Adrianna Orr and Mr. O. V. Cook with Mr. Horn discussing books written on parchment. In the bottom picture Miss Charlesanna Fox, Mrs. Elizabeth H. Hughley and Mr. Horn are shown discussing library facilities available to the people of North Carolina. This was one of the special programs and observed the beginning of “Know Your Library” month last November.